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System and method for protection of content stored in a

storage device

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to protection of

content stored on a storage device.

The invention relates more specifically to a method and a

system for protecting data stored on a storage device against

unauthorized access or use, based on encryption of the data

before storage.

Background Art

As the volume of data stored on personal computers becomes

more and more important, external mobile storage devices,

having portable and large capacity storage features, are

provided to serve as auxiliary storage means. Such

conventional storage devices are generally referred to as

external hard disks, media disks or media centers, and are

connectable to personal computers for data transfer between

the personal computer and the external storage device. They

are usually used to store personal data such as pictures,

audio and video files.

As is well known, these storage devices can be directly

attached to a display device or a player so as to readily

display or play the data stored in the storage device, for

example when the data are of video, audio or picture type.

The existing storage devices allow mobility/portability of the

content, so that the content is no longer only bound to the

specific personal computer to which it was originally

downloaded or received in another way.



However, the data stored are more vulnerable in the storage

device than when they are stored in the personal computer.

Indeed, the existing storage devices are generally deprived of

content protection. Their small size further exposes them to

risks of robbery. Accordingly, the content of the storage

devices might be fraudulently copied or erased.

In the same time, the data stored in the storage devices tend

to become more and more personal. Therefore, another concern

with such storage devices is to ensure that only authorized

users may access the data stored, and in particular that the

access authorization be provided by the master user to which

the storage device belongs.

Therefore, there is a need for a system and a method for

protecting content stored in storage devices, in a robust,

secure and efficient manner.

There exist systems and method widely implemented to protect

content stored on external storage device. These existing

systems lie on complex processing of data and/or on complex

identification infrastructure, such as password-based or

biometrics identification infrastructures, or on external

authorization entities, such as a commercial server using a

trusted party. Such approaches involve important costs and

complex interactions with the users. They are also reliant on

user remembering passwords or identification information.

There exist other systems and methods called CPRM (Content

Protection for Recordable media) and AACS (Advanced Access

Content System) that control copying, moving and deletion of

digital media on a host device, such as a personal computer,

or other digital player. These systems rely on key management

for interchangeable media, content encryption, and media-based

renewability . They involve a number of entities interacting

in a commercial infrastructure for ensuring protection of

content and providing access authorizations to other users

(content owner, clearing house, content reseller, client) .



These systems are quite complex and provide on a non personal

solution .

Summary of the invention

In view of the foregoing and other exemplary problems,

drawbacks, and disadvantages of the conventional methods and

structures, the present invention provides a system for

content protection according to appended claim 1. The system

according to the invention comprises a master storage device

connectable to a mobile master memory unit associated with a

memory unit identifier and with a set of memory unit keys. The

storage device comprises :

- a unique device identifier identifying said device,

- a set of protection keys,

storage means for storing files identified by respective

file identifiers, and

a processing unit comprising file encryption means for

encrypting each file before storage in the storage means,

using a title key computed from the device identifier of the

storage device and for encrypting this title key Kt from the

set of protection keys of the storage device, the memory unit

identifier and the set of memory unit keys of the master

memory unit. The master storage device is further provided to

write the encrypted title key in association with the file

identifier of the file to the master memory unit.

The invention further provides a method as defined in the

appended independent claim 16. Preferred embodiments are

defined in the dependent claims.

The invention thus allows local encryption of any kind of

file, such as a video file, using a generated title key, and

local generation of an encrypted title key for a locally

encrypted file.

The title key which is the original content encryption key

according to the invention is never stored anywhere as such.



It is generated once, using the unique identifier of the

storage device and a randomly generated number, for encryption

of a given file. The title key is then encrypted using

parameters which are preferably burnt and protected. The

resulting encrypted title key is stored on the master memory

unit and will have to be subsequently decrypted for decryption

of the corresponding encrypted file to allow an operation such

as a playing operation on that file.

The invention does not rely on any external entity such as a

commercial server using a trusted party or another storage

device for the generation of the title key, whereby providing

a personal solution.

The invention even prevents the generation of an encrypted

title key for a title key which has been generated on another

site by an external entity (e.g. a commercial server using a

trusted party or another storage device) . Indeed, according to

an aspect of the invention, a part of the title key is a

signature which uniquely identifies the media center which

generated the title key. The generation of the encrypted title

key is allowed only if the signature part corresponds to the

storage device identification.

In particular, the invention is compatible with a CPRM or

AACS-based content distribution system.

The present invention thus ensures protection of data stored

on the storage device against unauthorized access and viewing,

and unauthorized copy.

With the invention, the user only needs to be provided with at

least two separate components, the mobile memory unit and the

storage device, and to connect these components:

- initially, to enable encryption of the files (copy with

encryption) ;

subsequently, to authorize decryption of the files for

operation on the files, such as a playing operation.



The invention thus provides a solution which is secure,

reliable, personal, and easy-to-use.

The invention obviates the need for passwords or

identification sessions. The solution is based on security

keys that can be transferred to somebody else if the master

user decides and agrees to do so.

Further, the solution of the invention is not entirely

resident on a personal computer or on the storage device

itself, but is split between different components, one of

which is removable and mobile.

With the solution of the invention, it is possible to first

encrypt a given file in a first storage device using a mobile

memory unit for storage of the encryption information, and

then securely copy the same encrypted file to multiple

different media centers, and subsequently use this mobile

memory unit to provide access to this given encrypted file at

any of the different media centers.

Further advantages of the present invention will become clear

to the skilled person upon examination of the drawings and

detailed description. It is intended that any auxiliary

advantages be incorporated herein.

Brief description of the drawings

Embodiments of the present invention will now be described by

way of non-limiting example with reference to the accompanying

drawings in which like references denote similar elements. In

the drawings :

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a content protection system

according to the invention;

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the general architecture

of a storage device according to the invention;



Figure 3 illustrates the data exchanged to encrypt a file in a

storage device, according to the invention;

Figure 4 illustrates the data exchanged to allow operation on

an encrypted file, according to the invention;

Figure 5A shows the structure of the system according to the

invention for transferring/assigning licenses from a master

MSP keyring to a target MSP keyring;

Figure 5B shows the structure of the system according to the

invention to deliver a license across the network.

Figure 6 illustrates the data exchanged to transfer/assign a

new encrypted title key (i.e. a new license) from a master MSP

keyring to a target MSP keyring.

The drawings are intended to depict only typical embodiments

of the invention, and therefore should not be considered as

limiting the scope of the invention.

Additionally, the detailed description is supplemented with an

Exhibit El containing examples of equations used by the system

and the method according to the invention. In the foregoing

description, references to Exhibit El are made directly using

the Exhibit identifier "El".

Exhibit El is placed apart for the purpose of clarifying the

detailed description, and of enabling easier reference.

In Exhibit El, some equations involves functions of the types

"encrypt (A, B )" and "decrypt (A, B ) " , each having two parameters

A and B . In these equations, the first parameter A will

represent the object that is to be encrypted or decrypted and

the second parameter will represent B the key used for the

encryption .



Detailed description

Reference is first made to figure 1 showing the general

structure of a content protection system 100, according to the

invention.

The system 100 according to the invention comprises a storage

device 200 having storage means for storing files, for example

audio, video or picture files. The storage device includes

devices of external hard disk type, but may also comprise

logic functions such as playing/recording function. The

following description will be made in reference to a storage

device 200 capable of storing and playing video files that

will be referred to as a "media center" hereinafter, for

illustrative purposes only.

The media center 200 has connection means for connection to a

mobile memory unit 205 which will be called below "Mobile

Securing Protection keyring" or "MSP keyring". The MSP keyring

205 is a removable memory unit having storage capacity and

being connectable to the media center through any suitable

connection means, and may be in particular a memory unit of

small size, which takes little place, such as a USB key as

shown, a SD card or even a DVD-RW, so that a user may readily

carry it with him.

The media center 200 has reading and writing capabilities for

reading data from the MSP keyring and writing data on it.

Figure 1 shows a MSP keyring 205 of the type USB directly

connected to the media center 200 through a USB connector.

However, the man skilled in the art will understand that the

MSP keyring 205 could be alternatively indirectly connected

through a Personal Computer connected to the media center.

The system according to the invention makes it possible to

split the protection information between the media center 200

and the removable MSP keyring 205, upon encryption of the



files by the media center 200. The user will have to reconnect

the same MSP keyring to the media center 200 or a different

MSP keyring with valid licenses for access or operation on the

files. The user will have to reconnect the same MSP keyring to

the media center 200 for access or operation on the files.

More specifically, the MSP keyring 205 stores encryption data

related to some or all of the encrypted files stored onto the

media center 200.

The MSP keyring 205 has :

-a memory unit identifier media id identifying the MSP

keyring, and

a set of memory unit keys thereinafter called media Key

Block or MKB.

According to a particular aspect of the invention, the

identifier media id of the MSP keyring 205 is burnt to the MSP

keyring, at manufacturing time. This identifier will be used

to cryptographically bind the content encrypted by the media

center 200 to the MSP keyring 205 in order to prevent

fraudulent access or copying to other storage devices.

The media Key Block will be used to calculate an auxiliary key

Km also called below media Key. The media Key Block may be

burnt to the MSP keyring 205 at manufacturing time.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the MSP keyring

205 is CPRM (Content Protection for Recordable media) or AACS

(Advanced Access Content System) compliant. In such

embodiment, the manufacturer of the MSP keyring 205 is

provided with the media key block MKB by the 4C entity, LLC

for CPRM, and by the AACS-LA (Advanced Access Content System

Licensing Administrator) for AACS.

A personal computer 240 containing the original files at a

non-encrypted state may be connected to the media center 200

for receiving commands from the user.



Monitoring of the media center 200 may be done by the external

personal computer 240, or alternatively by a monitoring module

included in the media center itself.

The media center 200 may be further provided with a plug for

connection to a display such as a TV monitor 235 for video

display, when the media center is of video/recorder type.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the media center 200 with its

storage means 215 for storing files, i.e. video files,

received at an input. Prior to storing, the media center 200

ensures encryption of the input files according to the

invention .

The storage device 200 further comprises a processing unit

210. The processing unit 210 may be implemented as a hardware

chip or in a software form. The description will be made with

reference to a hardware implementation of the invention, for

illustrative purposes only.

The media center 200 comprises parameters 260, preferably

burnt to the hardware, including:

- a set of protection keys also called device keys DK used for

calculation of the media Key Km; and

-a unique device identifier MC UID, identifying the media

center 200.

According to an aspect of the invention, the set of secret

device keys DK and the media identifier MC UID are burnt to

the media center 200, at manufacturing time, so as to be

unreadable externally. The manufacturer will preferably be

provided with the device Keys DK by the 4C Entity, LLC for

CPRM, or by the AACS-LA for AACS in order to be CPRM or AACS

compliant .

The media center identifier MC_UID is a unique identifier,

generated at manufacturing time, which identifies the media

center 200. The unique identifier MC UID is attached to the



media center so as to be non visible externally. In

particular, the media identifier MC_UID is burnt and hidden in

the hardware of the media center.

The processing unit 210 includes file encryption means 245 for

encrypting the files received before storage in the storage

means and file decryption means 250 for decrypting files from

the storage means for which an operation such as a playing

operation is required. In the hardware embodiment of the

processing unit 210, the encryption and decryption means are

included in the hardware.

Each file that is to be stored is associated with a file

identifier file_id identifying the file.

The file encryption means 245 according to the invention

encrypt each file using a key named title key Kt generated

from the unique media identifier MC_UID and from a randomly

generated number.

The title key Kt as such is never stored anywhere after

encryption. Instead an encrypted title key is computed for

storage in the MSP keyring 205 in association with the

corresponding file identifier.

More specifically, the file encryption means 245 are adapted

to encrypt each title key Kt using a hashing of the identifier

media_Id of the MSP keyring 205 concatenated with the

auxiliary key Km obtained from the device keys DK attached to

the media center 200 and the media key block MKB attached to

the MSP keyring 205.

A couple of data including the file identifier file id which

has been encrypted and the encrypted title key eKt is then

stored in a table structure provided in the MSP keyring 205.



After encryption of the file with the title key, the encrypted

title key eKt in association with the file identifier file_id

is stored on the MSP keyring.

Since the generation of the title key takes into account the

unique identifier MC UID of the media center 200, it is

possible to identify the media center that originally

generated the encryption of a given file.

Thus, with the invention, the title keys Kt are never stored

anywhere as such while the encrypted title keys eKt are stored

on the MSP keyring 205. These encrypted title keys eKt are

generated based on parameters that are not accessible by an

unauthorized user (parameters burnt in the hardware) , which

allows to keep them secret and not readable from outside the

circuit. Therefore, fraudulent access to the files is limited.

The file decryption means 250 ensure that operation on an

encrypted file stored on the media center 200 will be

authorized only if the MSP keyring 205 which is connected

thereto contains a valid encrypted title key, which is used as

a license, enabling access and decryption of the encrypted

file. It may be the same MSP keyring that was used for

encryption of the file, or a different MSP keyring for which a

valid encrypted title key has been generated and

assigned/written to.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the MSP

keyring 205 and the storage device 200 are CPRM or AACS

compliant.

In this embodiment, the media Key Block MKB of the MSP keyring

205 and the Device Keys of the media center 200 are burnt at

manufacturing time from CPRM information received from a 4C

entity. By embedding CPRM device keys in the media center 200

and a media identifier together with CPRM media Key Block in

the MSP keyring 205, the media center 200 and the MSP keyring

205 are made CPRM compliant.



The invention makes it possible to combine parameters

belonging to the MSP keyring 205 and to the media center 200,

for content encryption and storage of the encrypted content at

the same media center 200, while storing the encryption

information in the MSP keyring 205.

The flowchart of figure 3 shows the steps performed to encrypt

a file, according to the invention, before storage in the

storage means 215.

At step 315, the media center 200 receives a request for

initiating encryption and copy of a given file, e.g. a video

file identified by a file identifier file_id. The request may

be transmitted for instance through the personal computer 240

connected to the media center 200.

The media center checks whether a Mobile Secure and Protection

keyring 205 is connected to the media center 200, either

directly or indirectly, and if so performs the following

steps .

At steps 320 and 325, the media center initiates to the MSP

keyring 205 a request for reading the unique Identifier

media_id and the media Key Block MKB of the MSP keyring 205.

The values media_id and MKB read from the MSP keyring are used

to initialise local variables with the same name.

At step 330, the media center 200 generates a random title key

Kt using the unique identifier MC_UID of the media center

concatenated with a locally computed random number Rnd, as

defined by equation (1) of Exhibit El.

The title key is then encrypted using the identifier media_Id

of the MSP keyring 205, and an auxiliary key Km, which

provides an encrypted title key eKt, as defined by equation

(2) of Exhibit El.



The title key is encrypted with an encryption function that

uses a hashing of the identifier media_Id of the MSP keyring

205 concatenated with the auxiliary key Km as encryption key.

The hashing function may for instance lie on an algorithm such

as the Message-Digest Algorithm MD5, or Secure Hash Algorithm

SHA. In the following description, the world "hashing" will be

used with a similar definition.

The auxiliary key Km is computed from the device keys DK

attached to the media center 200 and from the media key block

MKB attached to the MSP keyring 205.

At step 335, the encrypted title key eKt thus obtained is

written to the MSP keyring in association with the

corresponding file identifier File_Id.

This couple of data {ekt, File_Id} forms with the MSP keyring

hardware, a key that will later makes it possible to access

the file identified by file_id, for example for a recording

operation, as shown at steps 340 and 345.

At step 350, the file encryption means then encrypt the file

using the title key Kt previously calculated. Before

encryption, the file identified by the file identifier file id

is read from the personal computer. The encryption file is

finally stored on the storage unit 215 at step 355.

Figure 4 shows the steps performed by the media center 200 to

retrieve an encrypted file from the storage unit 215, for

example when an operation on the file, such as a playing

operation, is requested.

At step 400, an operation request related to a given file F

identified by a file identifier file idF is received by the

media center 200. This request may be transmitted to the media

center by a user through any means such as I/R remote control,

a connected PC, etc.



The media center 200 checks whether an MSP keyring 205 is

inserted, and if not requests its insertion, e.g. by

displaying a message on display 240.

At Step 410, the media center reads the unique media

Identifier media id and the MKB from to the MSP keyring 205.

The returned values media_id and MKB are used to initialise

local variables with the same name at step 415.

At step 420, the media center 200 then reads from the MSP

keyring 205 the encrypted title key eKt associated with the

identifier file idF of file F . The returned encrypted title key

eKt is used to initialise a local variable with the same name

at step 425.

At step 430, the media center 200 decrypts the encrypted title

key eKt using the values media_id and MKB.

The encrypted title key eKt is decrypted using the identifier

media id of the MSP keyring 205 and an auxiliary key Km,

determined from the media Key block MKB and the device keys

DK, which are unreadable externally. More specifically, the

encrypted title key eKt is decrypted using a hashing of

media id concatenated with Km, which provides a title key Kt

as defined by equation (3) of Exhibit El.

At step 440, the encrypted file F is retrieved from the

storage means 215 of the media center 200. The returned value

is used to initialise a local variable with the same name at

step 445.

At step 450, File F is decrypted using the title key Kt

obtained at step 430, and then the requested operation is

performed.

Reference is now made to figure 5A showing the structure of

the system for transfer of "licenses" from a master MSP



keyring 205 to a target MSP keyring 510, according to the

invention. The master MSP keyring 205 contains encrypted title

keys eKt in association with respective file identifiers

identifying files which have been encrypted by the media

center 200, as previously described in reference to figure 4 .

Here, the word "license" should be understood as designating a

transfer key derived from an encrypted title key eKt stored in

the master MSP keyring 205, that will allow a target user

equipped with the target MSP keyring 510 to access a given

file previously encrypted by the media center 200 using the

encrypted title key.

More specifically, the media center 200 (master media center) ,

coupled with the master MSP Keyring 205, is the sole device

entitled to generate and deliver a new license for accessing a

file that the master media center 200 has itself encrypted, in

two different situations:

-to allow a user, equipped with another MSP keyring 510, to

access to that encrypted file resident on the master media

center 200 ;or

-to allow a user, equipped with another MSP keyring 510, to

access to a copy of that encrypted file resident on a target

media center 500.

In both situations, the master media center will compute a

unique encrypted title key ekt as a license, for a given

target MSP keyring 510, based on its unique media_Id2 .

Thus, the master media center 200 generates licenses either

for use on the same media center 200, for example in

situations where several users provided with different MSP

keyrings may need access to files stored in the same media

center 200, or for use on a target media center 500 with a

different MSP keyring 510, the target media center storing

copies of the files encrypted by the master media center 200.



These license generation steps are independent of the actual

"target" localization of the "copied" encrypted file, i.e. the

media center onto which it will reside.

Figure 5A shows the structure of the system used for the

license transfer.

The master MSP keyring 205 stores encrypted title keys eKt in

association with respective file identifiers, as a result of a

previous encryption of the corresponding files.

The target MSP keyring 510 is the MSP keyring to which the

title keys have to be copied or transferred to.

During the phase illustrated in figure 5A, the master MSP

keyring 205 and the target MSP keyring 510 are both required

to be connected to the master media center 200. Depending on

the type of the master media center, the user could also use a

personal computer 240 connected to the media center 200 to

request transfer of licenses for a set of encrypted files.

Alternatively, the target MSP keyring 510 could be connected

to another media center 510 communicating through remote

communication means 520 with the master media center 200. Each

license eKt generated by the master media center 200 would be

first sent to the remote media center 500 and then written to

the target media center 510.

Reference is now made to figure 6 showing the steps performed

for transferring licenses from the master MSP keyring 205 to

the target MSP keyring 510.

At step 600, a request for transfer of licenses corresponding

to selected encrypted files, identified by file identifiers

file_id, is received by the master media center 200, for

example through the personal computer 240.



The master MSP keyring 205 contains the encrypted title keys

eKt which were generated during the encryption of the selected

files .

At step 610, the media center 200 reads the unique identifier

media_Idl and the media key block MKBl of the master MSP

keyring 205 and initialises local variables with the same name

at step 615.

At step 620, the media center 200 reads the unique identifier

media_Id2 and the media key block MKB2 of the target MSP

keyring 510 and initialises local variables with the same name

at step 625.

For each selected file F , identified by a file identifier

file_id associated with an encrypted key eKt in the master MSP

keyring 205, the media center 200 then generates a license in

the form of an encrypted title key eKt, at steps 630 to 660.

More specifically, at step 630 the master media center 200

reads the encrypted title key eKt corresponding to a given

selected file F identified by a file identifier File_Id F from

the master MSP Keyring 205 and generates a local variable with

the same name at step 635.

At step 640, the master media center 200 decrypts the

encrypted title key eKt using a hashing of the identifier

media_Idi of the master MSP keyring 205 concatenated with an

auxiliary key KmI, according to the equation (4) of Exhibit

El.

The auxiliary key KmI is determined from the media key block

MKBl of the master MSP keyring 205 and the device keys DK of

the master media center 200. As explained above, the device

keys DK may be burnt in the hardware component of the master

media center 200 so as to be unreadable.



At step 645, the master media center 200 checks whether the

title key was effectively generated by the master media center

200. This test consists in checking whether the lowest bits of

the title key Kt, obtained at step 640 match the identifier

MC UID of the master media center 200. The lowest bits of the

title key Kt correspond to the length of the identifier MC_UID

of the media center.

If not, the encrypted title key Kt is not generated and the

method proceeds the next encrypted title key eKt corresponding

to another file, returning to step 630. If the lowest bits of

the title key Kt match the identifier MC_UID of the master

media center, this means that license transfer is allowed,

then the master media center 200 re-encrypts the title key

eKt, at step 655, using the specific media_Id of the target

MSP Keyring 510 in the license generation process.

This test uses the fact that each title key Kt was initially

computed at step 330 of figure 3 as a concatenation of a

random number RND with the identifier MC UID of the master

media center as defined by equation (1) of Exhibit El.

The test ensures protection against unauthorised copy since

the transfer of an encrypted title key eKt from the master MSP

keyring 205 to a the target MSP keyring 510 is only authorised

if the master media center 200 from which the transfer key is

to be transferred corresponds to the same media center that

was used to calculate the title key Kt.

At step 655, the title key is re-encrypted using a hashing of

the identifier media Id2 of the target MSP keyring 510

concatenated with an auxiliary key Km2, which provides an

encrypted temporary title key TeKt as defined by equation (5)

of Exhibit El.

The auxiliary key Km2 is determined from the media key block

MKB2 of the target MSP keyring 510 and the device keys DK of

the master media center 200. As explained above, the device



keys DK may be burnt in the hardware component of the master

media center 200 so as to be unreadable.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, where system 100

is CPRM or AACS compliant, KmI and Km2 may have the same

values .

At step 660, the newly encrypted title key ekt forming the

license for file F is then written to the target MSP keyring

510 in association with the file identifier file_ID F of file F .

Steps 630 to 660 are repeated for all selected files until all

licenses have been transferred.

The couple of information (eKt, file id) will be stored in a

table structure provided in the target MSP keyring 510.

In certain applications, after the transfer of the licenses,

the master media center 200 may copy the encrypted files to a

target media center 530 as shown in figure 5B.

Accordingly, the system and the method of the invention ensure

protection of content stored by a user on a media center

against unauthorized access and viewing and unauthorized copy.

The user only needs to be equipped with a compliant MSP

keyring and to connect it to the media center. Thus there is

no need for the user to remember complex password or

identification information, or initiates sessions with trusted

entities .

With the invention, the security data are split between the

MSP keyring and the media center, which increases the level of

security.

Further, a same MSP keyring can provide access to multiple

media centers it the MSP keyring was used for the encryption

of the content stored in these media centers.



Conversely, several MSP keyrings could be used to provide

access to a same media center when suitable licenses are

generated by this media center.

As the media identifier MC UID of the media center 200 is

taken into account for generating the title key, the invention

makes it possible to identify/authenticate the media center

that originally generated the encryption of a given file and

to only authorize that media center to generate licenses for

other MSP keyrings.

The invention further makes it possible to extend the

conventional functions of the technology CPRM/AACS, which in

the prior art were restricted to "server" applications, to the

hardware level of the media center. The invention allows

implementation of these functions inside the media center

itself for individual use, while ensuring efficient

protection .

Although the present invention has been described in

accordance with the embodiments shown, one of ordinary skill

in the art will readily recognize that there could be

variations to the embodiments and those variations would be

within the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Accordingly, many modifications may be made by one of ordinary

skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope

of the appended claims.
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Claims

1 . A system for content protection comprising a master storage

device (200) connectable to a mobile master memory unit (205)

associated with a memory unit identifier (media id) and with a

set of memory unit keys (MKB) , wherein the storage device

comprises :

- a unique device identifier identifying said device (MC_UID) ,

- a set of protection keys (DK) ,

- storage means (215) for storing files identified by

respective file identifiers, and

- a processing unit (210) comprising file encryption means for

encrypting each file before storage in the storage means

(215) , using a title key (Kt) computed from the device

identifier (MC_UID) of said storage device (200) and for

encrypting said title key Kt from the set of protection keys

(DK) of said storage device (200), the memory unit identifier

and the set of memory unit keys (MKB) of said master memory

unit (205),

the master storage device being further provided to write said

encrypted title key (eKt) in association with the file

identifier of said file to the master memory unit (205) .

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein said title key is computed

from a randomly generated number concatenated with the device

identifier (MC_UID) of said storage device (200) .

3 . The system of any of claims 1 and 2 , wherein said title key

is encrypted using a hashing of the identifier (media id) of

said mobile memory unit (205) concatenated with an auxiliary

key (Km) .

4 . The system as claimed in any of claims 1 to 3 , wherein said

processing unit (210) further comprises file decryption means

(250) for decrypting a given encrypted file retrieved from the

storage means (215) using the encrypted title key (eKt)

associated with the file identifier identifying said given

file from the master memory unit (205) .



5 . The system of claims 3 and 4 , wherein the file decryption

means (250) are provided to decrypt said encrypted title key

from the identifier (media_id) of said mobile memory unit

(205) and said auxiliary key (Km), which provides a title key,

the encrypted file being then decrypted using said title key.

6 . The system of claim 5 , wherein said encrypted title key is

decrypted using a hashing of the identifier (media id) of said

mobile memory unit (205) concatenated with said auxiliary key

(Km), which provides a title key.

7 . The system of any of claims 3 to 6 , wherein the auxiliary

key is obtained from the set of protection keys of said

storage device (200) and the set of memory unit keys (MKB) of

said mobile memory unit (205) .

8 . The system of any of the preceding claims, wherein the set

of protection key of said storage device is burnt so as to be

externally unreadable.

9 . The system as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein the identifier of said mobile memory unit (205) is a

read only unique identifier.

10. The system as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein the set of protection keys of said storage device (DK)

and the identifier and the set of memory unit keys of said

master memory unit (205) are provided by a CPRM entity.

11. The system according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein said master storage device (200) is further

connectable to a mobile target memory unit (510) associated

with a memory unit identifier (media_id2) and with a set of

memory unit keys (MKB2),

the processing unit (210) of said master storage device (200)

further comprising control means provided to generate a

transfer key for a selected file among said encrypted files



stored in the storage means (215) of the master storage

device, and for writing said transfer key to said target

memory unit (510), in association with the corresponding file

identifier, wherein said control means include :

- a reading function for reading from the master memory unit

(205) the encrypted title key (eKt) associated with the file

identifier identifying said selected file,

- a decryption function for decrypting said encrypted title

key, using the identifier (media idl) of said master mobile

memory unit (205) and a first auxiliary key (KmI), which

provides an intermediary title key (Kt) ,

- a encryption function for encrypting said intermediary title

key using the identifier (media id2) of said target memory

unit (510), and a second auxiliary key (Km2), which provides

said transfer key (eKt) .

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the first auxiliary key

(KmI) is obtained from the set of protection keys (DKl) of

said master storage device (200) and the set of memory unit

keys (MKBl) of said master mobile memory unit (205) .

13. The system of any of claims 11 and 12, wherein the first

auxiliary key (KmI) is obtained from the set of protection

keys (DKl) of said master storage device (200) and the set of

memory unit keys (MKB2) of said target mobile memory unit

(510) .

14. The system of any of claims 11 to 13, wherein the control

means include a checking function for checking whether the

lowest bits of the intermediary title key match the device

identifier of the master storage device before encryption by

said encryption function.

15. A memory unit having connection means for connection to a

storage device of the system according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein said memory unit includes a table structure

for storing each encrypted title key in association with the

corresponding file identifier.



16. A method for content protection, the method comprising :

-providing a master storage device (200) comprising storage

means for storing files identified with respective file

identifiers, said storage device being provided with a unique

device identifier identifying said device, and a set of

protection keys (DK)

-providing connection means to connect at least one mobile

master memory unit (205) associated with a memory unit

identifier (media id) and a set of memory unit keys (MKB) to

said master storage device,

- in response to the reception of a file to be stored in the

storage means, encrypting said file, using an encrypted title

key (eKt) computed from the device identifier (MC UID) of said

storage device (200) and for encrypting said title key Kt from

the set of protection keys (DK) of said storage device (200),

the memory unit identifier and the set of memory unit keys

(MKB) of said master memory unit (205),

- writing the encrypted title key in association with the file

identifier of said file to the master memory unit, and

- storing the encrypted files in the storage means.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein said title key is computed

from a randomly generated number concatenated with the device

identifier (MC_UID) of said storage device (200) .

18. The method of any of claims 16 and 17, comprising a step

of providing second connection means for connecting a mobile

target memory unit, associated with a memory unit identifier

(media_id) and a set of memory unit keys (MKB) , to said master

storage device, the method further comprising a control step

for generating a transfer key for a selected file among said

encrypted files stored in the storage means (215) of the

master storage device, and for writing said transfer key to

said target memory unit (510), in association with the

corresponding file identifier, wherein said control step

includes :



reading from the master memory unit (205) the encrypted

title key (eKt) associated with the file identifier

identifying said selected file,

- decrypting said encrypted title key, using the identifier

(media idl) of said master mobile memory unit (205) and a

first auxiliary key (KmI), which provides an intermediary

title key (Kt) ,

- encrypting said intermediary title key using the identifier

(media_id2) of said target memory unit (510), and a second

auxiliary key (Km2), which provides said transfer key (eKt).
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